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Chapter 1 : Learn Photoshop Elements 14 & Premiere Elements 14 | Adobe Content Corner
Choose your region. Selecting a region changes the language and/or content on www.nxgvision.com

We rated Luminar as "Highly Recommended". Visit the Luminar web site to try it for free. On launching PSE
14 an animated welcome screen highlights the new and enhanced features. The last option is a link to
Download a trial version of Premiere Elements 14 or Install it from a DVD if you purchased the package deal.
Clicking the Organizer button launches the Elements Live screen, from here click on any of the images to take
you to a web page or video tutorial with information on how to use the selected feature. The content is
constantly updated from within Elements, an internet connection is required for this. The eLive screen,
tutorials, tips and videos from multiple sources are listed here, click on a image to open relevant information
on the task. Some of the tutorials may be on YouTube or other web sites. The second menu option "Media"
takes you to your folders or albums. Photos in the Folder hierarchy are not automatically added, you must
right click on a folder and select Import Media, importing is very fast. It took 4 minutes to add 16, images and
movie files contained in a folder and subfolders. The advantage of creating an Album is that collections of
photos can easily be viewed together, e. Simply create an album and add photos to it regardless of where they
are stored. The Media Organizer, add folders and subfolder to the list to view images and video clips. Create
albums of photographs that may be stored in multiple folders. Photos in an album can be rearranged by using
the "Sort By" drop down list and select Album Order. A slideshow can be created from within the organizer
from all or just selected photos, with a maximum of photos. Press the Slideshow button to view the images,
the edit button at the bottom of the screen enables access to various options. A Slideshow Builder screen
opens, rearrange images to a required sequence. People can be tagged and when subsequent photos are
imported names can be added to an entire batch of photos. A few custom Themes are included to suit most
occasions, these present your photos as animated slides with either pan or zoom effects. The slideshow can be
exported to a folder or to FaceBook. Other options in the Organizer include People; this finds faces in a set of
photographs which you can tag, Places, add locations to indicate where the picture was taken and image
markers are added to a map. The final option is to add an Event to your photos, this could be used to highlight
a special occasion or concert etc.
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Chapter 2 : Working in Quick Edit |
(Photoshop Elements 14) The Quick Edit workspace is a great place to start if you're new to editing in Photoshop
Elements. Watch this video to learn how to make quick adjustments to straighten a photo, correct exposure, color, and
red eye, and more.

My two favorite new features are Haze Removal and Shake Reduction, both of which come from Photoshop
CC, but there are some other great features as well. Haze Removal Use haze removal on photos that are hazy
or not as clear as they could be, like this photo of our Alaska cruise ship taken from high on the surrounding
mountains. Adjust the slider on the left to achieve the effect you desire. Sometimes the result is dramatic. Here
I had a photo with a sun flair that was fun but a bit overwhelming. After Haze Removal the fun effect of the
flair is still there but modified so you can also enjoy the rest of the photo as well. Haze removal also works on
washed out photos like this one of a cute little girl. Here is a photo before applying the Shake Reduction filter.
Adobe has added two new Guided Edit tutorials. The one with the most pizzazz is Speed Effect. Of course,
you can make the motion blur much more obvious, if you wish. Watch my YouTube video on Speed Effect for
a more detailed demonstration. Better Selections with the Refine Selection Brush Tool If you need to select an
object or person out of a photo, the improvements to the Refine Selection Brush tool will make it much easier
to select soft edges like fur or hair. For example, I wanted to select a giraffe out of its background to use on
another photo, and it was very easy to do with the enhanced brush. Access the new effects by clicking on the
word Quick at the top of the Editor and then choosing Effects from the panel names in the lower right corner
of the Editor. It then chooses the top five effects for that particular photo from a data base of 2, effects. Other
Improvements Photoshop Elements 14 has more improvementsâ€”like the ability to save a preset size in the
New document dialog box, and improvements in the Organizer for People, Places, and Events, making it much
easier to tag and locate your photos. In my opinion, yes! Shake Reduction and the improved Refine Edge
Selection Brush will be invaluable when you need them, not to mention the other fun improvements. Please
allow time for your comment to appear.
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Chapter 3 : 20 Photoshop Elements tutorials to try today | Creative Bloq
[VOICE + TEXT] Get into a new Way of Learning Adobe Photoshop Elements PSE 14 tutorial for beginners, getting
started, basics. Full Guide here: www.nxgvision.com

Get started creating Auto Creations just for you Beautiful photo and video slideshows and collages are
automatically created for you and delivered upon launch. Step-by-step Guided Edits for photos Guided Edits
for fantastic results Ready to try more creative techniques and effects? Get step-by-step photo editing help
with 53 Guided Edits, including 4 all-new options. Make fun memes Turn your photos into memes that are
perfect for sharing on social media. Create amazing multi-photo text Design visual text that features a different
photo inside each letter. Adjust and resize your photos to make words or names that look great as wall art and
on cards and scrapbook pages. Turn part of your photo into a sketch Make a unique artistic statement by
turning part of a favorite photo into a sketch. Brush on the medium or look of your choice, including pencil,
colored pencil, old paper, and old photo. Add polish with text and border overlays Embellish special photos
with borders and text that make them stand out in print and on social media. Combine multiple shots into one
perfect photo Get the best possible exposure, remove distracting elements, create great group shots and
panoramas, and more with amazing Photomerge Guided Edits. Perfect group shots Never let a frown or a blink
ruin a group photo again. Mix things up to create all-new scenes Photo remixes and mashups are easy. Pull
something out of one photo, pop it into another, and the color and lighting blend for a realistic-looking scene.
Add artistic overlay effects Embellish any photo with a shape overlay and one-click effects that make it a
work of art. Great for scrapbook pages and photo crafts. Make amazing watercolors Get help turning any
photo into a beautiful, textured watercolor â€” and even finish it off with text. Create double exposures Bring
one photo to life within another to create a surreal effect. Photoshop Elements walks you through the steps.
Photoshop Elements walks you through it and gives you templates and themes to choose from. Go pano for
the full experience Blend, fill in jagged edges, and stitch together multiple horizontal or vertical photos for
your best-looking panos yet. Step-by-step Guided Edits for videos Guided Edits for fantastic results Ready to
try more creative techniques and effects? Get step-by-step video editing help with 20 Guided Edits, including
2 all-new options. Make glass pane effects Add a video overlay to create a sleek wipe that makes it look like
the action in your scene is taking place behind glass. Create a dramatic scene transition by fading in the colors
from darkest to lightest. Freeze frames with motion titles Create a freeze frame of the action and then add an
eye-catching motion title. Create fun bounce-back effects Get step-by-step help making a segment of your
video run forward and backward repetitively. Export your bounce-back effect as an animated GIF or short
video clip. Quickly fix action cam footage Get a little guidance to expertly trim, correct color, and fix lens
distortions in your action cam footage so it looks its best. Make animated social posts Create a short visual
story to share on social media by embellishing a video clip with either static or animated text.
Chapter 4 : Adobe Photoshop Elements 14 Tutorials on DVD | How To Gurus
This hour course will have you using Photoshop Elements 14 like a pro. Follow your expert trainer through step-by-step
video tutorials that cover the following topics: Use the Photoshop Organizer efficiently.

Chapter 5 : Photoshop Elements 14 Review and New Features â€“ Digital Scrapper Blog
Learn Adobe Photoshop Elements 14 the easy way with our video tutorials. Over 16 hours of Photoshop Elements 14
step-by-step training tutorials. training videos, plus follow-along materials.

Chapter 6 : Adobe Photoshop Elements Online Course Tutorials | How To Gurus
Adobe released Photoshop Elements 14 and Premiere Elements 14 on September The power and simplicity of these
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photo editing and video editing products is known to one and all. The latest release comes with some great new features
and some significantly enhanced workflows to help you do amazing things with your photos and videos.

Chapter 7 : Photomerge in Photoshop Elements 14 | Adobe Community
Adobe Photoshop Elements 15 (and 14) Introduction Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet of Instructions by Beezix Inc
Pamphlet $ In Stock. Ships from and sold by www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 8 : Easy Photo Editing Software | Adobe Photoshop Elements
Master Adobe Photoshop Elements 14 For Beginners (86 ratings) Course Ratings are calculated from individual
students' ratings and a variety of other signals, like age of rating and reliability, to ensure that they reflect course quality
fairly and accurately.

Chapter 9 : Adobe Photoshop Elements 14 Review | Photography Blog
Get to know the powerful photo organizing, editing, and sharing features of Adobe Photoshop Elements 14, the
complete solution for casual photographers who want to achieve professional results.
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